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Neighborhood planning is a process with many different forms, methods  
and participants.  
 
Some planning processes use a “needs survey” to gather the primary data from the 
neighborhood. This information can be generated from existing data sets, e.g., below-
code housing, rates of crime, numbers of drop-outs, etc., as well as resident input 
regarding issues and problems. The result is information regarding neighborhood deficits. 
The usual planners’ response is to identify the external resources that may correct the 
deficits, i.e., professional and technical services, agency programs, public funds, etc. 
 
The limit of this process is that it does not elicit residents’ future visions or activate their 
productive capacities. 
 
Another form of planning involves local residents, in greater or less degrees, envisioning 
a future for the neighborhood. This is usually done within the constraints of the planners’ 
protocols and usually results in a plan that is to be implemented by public bodies, not-for 
–profit agencies and commercial interests. Absent is a productive role for local residents 
in implementing the plan.  
 
The process described here is one that seeks to create a neighborhood plan with two 
primary characteristics:  

1. The local residents create the neighborhood vision by defining specific activities 
that will improve the neighborhood. 

2. The residents identify those specific activities that can be implemented by 
people in groups within the neighborhood. 

 
This is an “inside-out planning process.” It creates a specific resident designed plan and 
assumes the primary producers of the plan are the people living in the neighborhood. 
 
 
THE NEIGHBORS’ PLANNING PROCESS 
 
Initially, a community-wide meeting can be held by inviting all the neighborhood 
households to join together to create their own plan. At this meeting, residents can gather 
at tables of 6-10 people. Each table is asked to make a list of specific activities that they 
believe will improve the neighborhood. The activities could address any topic from youth 
to economy to culture, etc.  
 
After this meeting is completed, the specific activities that have been written at each table 
are grouped under applicable categories such as safety, youth, land use, health, etc. The 
next page is an example from one neighborhood of the specific activities they defined 
concerning youth.  
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YOUTH SERVICES 
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The neighbors who participated in the first session reconvene in a week or so. The tables 
in the meeting room now have signs indicating one of the planning topics. For example, 
one table sign reads “Economic Development,” another says, “Health,” etc. 
 
The neighbors then choose to sit at the table with the topic of greatest interest to them. At 
each table is a planning document like the one on the next page that was used at a table 
marked “Youth.”  
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The participants are asked to discuss each activity on the page and which of the first three 
columns to check. The choices are:  
 
Inside – This is a project that can be done by the neighbors without outside help. 
 
Together – This is a project that can be done by neighbors with some outside help. 
 
Outside – This is a project that an outside organization will have to do without neighbors’ 
assistance. 
 
When all the topics have been reviewed and the appropriate implementer designated, the 
tables are then asked to prioritize the projects in the forth column. They can designate one 
of three choices for each project: High priority, medium priority, or low priority. 
 
Then each table is asked to identify the high priority projects that they have said can be 
done by neighbors (inside). The residents at each table are then asked whether they will 
commit to being on a neighbor’s task force to begin implementing these high priority 
activities. They can chose a convener and they should be encouraged to invite other 
neighbors or local clubs and associations to join in their effort. 
 
As the task force progresses, the conveners can meet together to share information and 
decide on any joint task force activity that is useful and appropriate. 
 
In addition to the initial projects, each task force can arrange meetings to initiate action 
on those priority projects 1) where outside groups are needed to assist and 2) where 
outside groups are the sole implementers. 
 
The continuity for this process will usually require some administrative support for 
arrangements, materials production, documentation, etc.  
 
It is important to keep information flowing between the task forces and sharing the 
successes in implementing each plan. In all their relationships, the task forces can make 
clear that every resident can and should participate in any task force or activity it 
generates. 
 
To initiate this planning process, a group of local residents and/or members of the local 
neighborhood organization can be convened. If they are interested in this approach, it 
should be emphasized that this is not a “model.” Rather, an approach that should be 
adapted and revised in order to fit the local neighborhood. 
 
Basically, this process is an approach to creating an opportunity for neighbors to design 
and implement their own vision for their neighborhood’s future.  


